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Inspired juxtapositions in the collection galleries at the Museum of Modern Art include Henri Matisse's "The Red Studio" (1911), left, and Alma Woodsey Thomas's "Fiery Sunset" (1973).
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MoMA

Reshapes Image

When the Museum of Modern

Aft reopens on Oct, 2l after a

$450-million, 47,000-square.foot
expansion, it will finally, if still
cautiouslv reyeal
itsetr to d: a tiving,

ll[[[[f{[

COTTIR :fi?H,*,31ih"".
rather than the

*AII* S:lijijll,l:ff_
white, male,

and nationalist
that it has become over the years
since its lounding in 1929.
After decades of stonewalling

With'Modernism Plus'

multiculturalism, MoMA is now
acknowledging it, even investing
in it, most notably in a permanent collection rehang that features art
of it recently
- much
acquired
from Africa, Asia,
South America, and African
America, and a significant
amount of work by women. In
short, what's pdmarily different
about the reopened MoMA is the
integrated presence of "differerce" itself a presence that

-

takes the museum back to its

experimental early days, when
American self-taught art and

non-Western art were on the billDid we need a supersize (one

tiird larger), nearly blocklong
multiplex MoMA with a Dillet
-

Scofidio + Renfro /censter extension tacked onto the 2004
building designed by Yoshio
Tbniguchi
to accommodate
this presence? No. As we learn
from every art fair every yeat
more art is not more. whath
needed is agile planning and
alert seeing, and these are evident in t}e museumt modestly
scaled opening attractions, which
Continued on Page A24
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China Tiade 'Ihlks Restart

State Birds
Start to Flee

^An Occupation With Wea
Bong Joon HoB film, "Parasite,"
poor South Korean family on a c

Expectations for a limited deal have
grown, eve[ as the Trump administra.
tion considers limiting China's access to
U,S. capital
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markets.

Vying for Youngest Viewers

Resea-rch shows that climate change will force birds
to leave the places they're
known the best.
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